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'The Angel Club': The Angel versus the Ubermensch Modernist writers had a keen sense of themselves as living in a secular age. Virginia Woolf, for example, diagnosed her era as a 'lean age' for literature; a situation exacerbated by the disappearance of common beliefs even as removing the threat of immortality had vastly increased the range of things it was possible to say. 1 T.E. Hulme felt the times had been given over to 'irreligious modern man' and that art should lead the way in resisting what Andrzej Gasiorek calls 'hegemonic secular discourses'. 2 D.H. Lawrence suggested that human consciousness had re-entered a 'godless' era while Wyndham Lewis characterized the twentieth century as a 'human age' as distinct from a previous 'Age of Faith'. 3 The modernist version of a secular age is not, however, identical to our own. In its most familiar form, the current version describes how science (often synonymous with nature) has triumphed over religion creating a situation in which it is difficult if not downright impossible for the modern enquiring mind to believe in gods and ministering spirits. 4 Taylor argues that the power of this narrative derives from the prestige it enjoys in the academy; such prominence, he suggests, means that the science-driven 'death of God' story has come to possess the force of something natural, 'obvious, compelling, allowing of no cavil or demurral'.
5 By contrast, in modernist accounts of secularization, the hegemonic voice of science splinters into a number of other voices -literary, ethical, philosophical and, surprisingly, religious -which by singing from the same hymnsheet nonetheless manage to suggest that the claims of secularism are 'obvious, compelling, allowing of no cavil or demurral'.
The angels I will discuss below play a significant role in the modernist campaign to rescue religion from secular influences in whatever guise, including that of religion, they appear. Allen Upward, D.H. Lawrence and on occasion Ezra Pound all depict the artist in the guise of an angel
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The Angel versus the Ubermensch 73 (in Upward's case a whole 'club' of angels) whose job it is to safeguard what Hulme calls 'religious attitudes' from their threatened destruction at the hands of such factions. Most pointedly, these angels set their faces against those movements within the Christian Churches known collectively if confusingly in this period as Modernist. Generally speaking, such movements sought to accommodate religion to scientific truths and focused in particular on whether in the face of positivist science and evolutionary theory it was still possible to sustain a belief in human life as the working-out of God's plan. As seen by the likes of Hulme and Lawrence, 'Modernism in religion' had proved to be secularism's own best ally, seeking, in the name of the Church, to inaugurate a new, modified version of theology which looked remarkably similar to the old humanist religion of Man. For Hulme, Modernism in Religion belongs with 'Romanticism in literature, Relativism in ethics [and] Idealism in philosophy' as yet another example of the contemporary vogue for vitalist theories. He argues that because such theories ignore the boundary between 'life' which is relative, and 'ethics' which are not, they effectively dissolve all values into flux or, in his own words, 'confused, muddy substance'. 6 Nietzsche merits a special mention in Hulme's essay (as he often does in this context) as the philosopher-of-choice for vitalist and/or materialist interests. Accordingly, both Lawrence and Upward imagine their angels to be direct rivals to the Nietzschean Overman and promote this figure as an altogether preferable model for the artist who wishes to safeguard his work from the malign influence of materialist thought.
In some respects, the angel seems an obvious choice as a figurehead for a modernist campaign against the secular, immanent worldview. From its station beyond the world, the angel is able to show that the material fact of human belonging to that world can neither explain nor eclipse the ethical demands which condition such belonging. As Taylor points out, there is nothing in the process of disenchantment itself which tells us to take, for example, human welfare or freedom as our goals: 'The in fact very exigent demands of universal justice and benevolence which characterize modern humanism can't be explained just by the subtraction of earlier goals and allegiances.' 7 We need to think beyond the immanent frame to understand the reach and ambition (both for good and ill) of human innovation in this area. A second reason for the angel's easy fit into this scene is the simple fact of its not being God. This proves to be the angel's saving difference from the modernist Artist-God who seems all too Nietzschean in his desire to dominate and impress 'form' on a chaotic world. There is a minimal
